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Summary 

This note aims to summarize some of the key challenges faced by the rice exporting SMEs from South and 

Southeast Asia due to the revision of the EU MRL’s regulation. This is note is based on views of a few selected 

rice exporting SMEs and relevant governmental ministries and agencies from 7 countries; which allows to 

understand how the new regulation could potentially impact their business & exports, the strategies they 

plan/will have to put in place to counter-act the challenges posed by this new regulation, and their specific 

needs to be able to comply with the new EU MRL. The aim is to help trade negotiators better understand the 

export challenges concerning MRL faced by the agricultural sector.  
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Introduction  

Identifying Challenges in 

Compliance  

Awareness and monitoring of the EU 

MRL  
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Constraints Posed by the EU MRL 

Requirements  
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Consignment rejection  

Identifying needs and 

strategies to be 

implemented  

Counter-acting the challenges posed 

and what needs to be done  
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Plans to take up discussions with EU 

bilaterally or in the WTO  
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CUTS International, Geneva 

CUTS International, Geneva is a non-profit NGO 

that catalyses the pro-trade, pro-equity voices of 

the Global South in international trade and 

development debates in Geneva.  We and our 

sister CUTS organizations in India, Kenya, Zambia, 

Vietnam, Ghana and Washington have made our 

footprints in the realm of economic governance 

across the developing world. 

 © 2019. CUTS International, Geneva. 

This note is authored by Laiba Amir. CUTS’ notes are 

to inform, educate and provoke debate on specific 

issues. Readers are encouraged to quote or 

reproduce material from this paper for their own use, 

provided due acknowledgement of the source is 

made. 
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GENEVA TRADE & BUSINESS CONNEXION FORUM 

The Trade & Business Connexion project aims at bridging the gap between 

South and Southeast Asian WTO delegates and their national private 

sectors. Web: http://www.cuts-

geneva.org/Geneva_Connexion_SNSEAsia.html 

 

 

The Geneva Trade & Business Connexion Forum project is 

undertaken with funding support from the Australian Aid agency 

(Australian government). 


